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Door-to-Door Emergency Preparedness in
Little Elm
By Brian Scott

Brian Scott, NBC 5
Volunteers from the city and county spent Saturday going door-to-door to see how
prepared residents are for an emergency, and how they can better serve them if the worst
were to happen.
The Denton County Health Department is trying something a little bit different to become better
prepared for emergencies: they’re going door-to-door.
On Saturday, about 100 volunteers prepared to go to random neighborhoods in Little Elm and ask
residents a short 20 question survey.
• Mansfield High Students Mourning Loss of Classmate
The survey will cover things like town demographics, who may need special assistance, who has pets,
how stocked up are folks on things like water and medicine, where people get their news, and other
similar topics.
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Little Elm’s Assistant Emergency Management Coordinator Travis Calendine said they hope to then
take that information and reform the city and county’s plans for emergency situations, so that they
better fit the needs of the people in the area.
• Crews Raise Big Tex Over Fair Park
"With emergency preparedness I deal with the whole community so I need to focus on, just
everybody, not just the well bodied people but the people who have special needs, children, pets,"
said Calendine.
This is the first time Denton County or North Texas health leaders have tried this tactic, but Calendine
said they’ve found success with surveys like this in the Houston area.
• VideoSen. Ted Cruz Endorses Donald Trump For President
The volunteers will be clearly visible to residents; each wearing a blue shirt, red hat, and bright
yellow emergency vest with county medical reserve corps logos and badges clearly displayed. They
plan to wrap up the survey by early afternoon.
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